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POWERFUI. ITIPilII
F/VE ISAN INTENSE, FUNNY,AND HEART-BREAKING
N/ U LTI-NARRATIVE ABOUT TH E RI PPLI NG I M PACT

OF BREAST CANCER IN PEOPLE'S LIVES

bv PAULINE B. ROGERS photos courtesy of 2077 LIFETIME ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES

lmagine this.
After an hour of poking, prodding, pain and panicking the

radiologist drops the bomb. You need a biopsy. lmmediatety.

Your mind shuts down but your feet keep moving. You make
it onto the table, barely. And when you come out ofthe anes-

thetic, you give the doctor a pteading look. A calm hand on your

arm and a sympathetic voice, "the frozen section looks okay.

We'l[ know more in a few days."
You start breathing normally for the first time in weeks,

leave the hospital and take up your [ife. Then, in the middte of
a big corporate meeting your cell phone rings. You didn't dodge

the bultet. You have breast cancer.

And so the roller coaster ride begins.
The above scenario happens to thousands ofwomen (and,

men, too) every day -more than r.5 mittion new breast cancers

in zoro atone, with the U.S. and the U.K. reporting the highest
incidence. lt's why medicatexperts and researchers in the fietd
call the disease an "epidemic", and one ofthe big reasons why
Lifetime TV senior vice president Tanya Lopez says her network
has "tong been a leader in creating original movies and pro-
gramming that can serve as an effective tool in the fight against
cancer."

The network's latest effort, which debuted in October as

part of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, is an originaI narrative

fitm made up of five different stories atl interconnected by one

woman's journey through the disease.
"The story and structure of Five is unique in that it ad-

dresses the universaI impact of breast cancer, which literalty af-

fects everyone," Lopez exptains. "White breast cancer certainly
is a sensitive sub.iect matter, we wanted to use both humor and

drama to iltustrate how this terrible disease atters the lives of
those forced to deal with it - as well as give them the strength

and hope to face such a battte."

The inspiration lor Five actuatly came from a J. Walter
Thompson case study for The Susan G. Komen Foundation,

a ctient through the gtobat advertising agency's Puerto Rico

office. The TV speciat, broadcast on Telemundo, featured five

stories about breast cancer's different phases of emotions and

experiences, from diagnosis through living (or remission), and

set to music from different composers.
"We knew the initial idea had potential to reach a bigger

audience," explains MichaeI Wiese, director of brand entertain-
ment for JWT and co-executive producer on Five. "So, we deve[-

oped the idea to pitch as a TV movie, with each phase being a
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Ava Acres stars as young "Pearl"/ photo by lvelissa N4ose ey

short film made by different directors."
Wiese pitched Tara Hanks and Sonya Rosenfetd at Creative

Artists Agency and, they in turn went to lennifer Aniston and
production partner Kristin Hahn, as well as [ongtime Hollywood
producer Paula Wagner. Aniston reached out to the producers
of her directorial debut proiect Glamour Magozine's Reel Mo-
ments,Francesca Silvestri and Kevin Chinoy.

"The idea oftackling a subject like this in a new and inno-
vative way was interesting to us," says Chinoy. "The first thing
we did was reach out to Marta Kauffman (the force behind
Friends) to spearhead the writing."

Kauffman iumped at the chance. "l wanted to do some-
thing that hadn't been done before," she exptains. "So, I came
up with the notion to do a fi[m in short films. These films are
deeply connected by characters and other surprising things as
wetl."

Chinoy and Silvestri put the production package together
with the idea of maintaining a core team of department heads
including production designer (Johannes Spalt), costume
designer (Mary Claire Hannan), assistant directors, hair and
makeup, as well as grip and electric throughout, with five dif-
ferent directors and their cinematographers and his/her cam-

era team. Aniston woutd direct one segment, Demi Moore (who

had worked on Reel Momenfs) another. Fivewas also a perfect
directing debut for pop singer Alicia Keys, and for veteran di-
rectors like Patty Jenkins and Penelope Spheeris to put their
stamp on the effort. "Each ofthe five stories was given a week
to shoot and a week to prep in between," explains Chinoy. "We
treated each piece as a stand alone production."

Five openswith Chorlotte, written by Stephen Godchaux,
directed by Moore and shot by Tami Reiker. Originatty they
were to shoot on RED but Moore and Reiker felt the ALEXA with
Cooke S4/i Prime lenses would work better.

"When I met with Demi, we both felt strongly that the story
should be told from seven-year-old Pearl's point-of-view," says
Reiker. "lt takes place over two hours on July zoth 1969, the day
ofthe moon landing. Pearl wants to get into the bedroom where
her mother, Charlotte (Ginnifer Goodwin) is dying of breast can-
cer to show her the picture she's drawn ofthe landing but she's
told her mother has'a bad cold'.

"Demi and I created the camera moves and angLes based
on Pearl's perception of the events unfolding around her,"
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Reiker continues. "We kept the camera fluid by using Stea-

dicam and dotty. The camera was always leading or following
Pearl and then showing us her point-of-view."

For Reiker, the most impactful moment is the final scene

when Pearl finally gets in to see her mother. "Demi wanted the
room to be fitled with soft sunlight, playing against the death

in the room," Reiker recalls. "lt is a heart-breaking moment, as

Pear[ crawls up into her mother's bed and gives her the picture.

Demi and I decided to shoot it from one angle with a slow push

in across the bed."
The next story to play out is Cheyonne, written by Howard

J. Morris, directed by Spheeris and shot by Christopher Popp.

They decided on a simpte approach, to let the story of Chey'

anne (a young stripper ptayed by Lyndsy Fonseca) and her

husband, Tommy (Taytor Kinney), stand out in the foreground.

Popp shot with two RED ONE cameras with M-X chips, Cooke

54/i Primes, Optimo Zooms and Tiffen IR neutrat-density fitters.

"To visuatly convey the emotional arc they go through, the

lighting and tone ofthe piece has an arc itseli" says Popp. "The

beginning scenes at the ctub and in their home are very warm

with saturated colors, then after they detect the lump, it cuts to
an exterior shot ofthe hospital with stark, cold geometric lines

of the architecture atong with muted, neutral colors to reflect

their powerlessness.

"Although the oncology office where she is told she must

have a doubte mastectomy is seen in another segment," adds

Popp, "it is [eft darker as she asks the doctor:'But, ifyou take

away everything I am, who survives exactty?"'
"For me, there are two key emotional moments," says

Spheeris. "One is when Tommy tetls a low-life gambler friend

that he is a fighter - he wants to fight. The man's answer was,

'it's cancer, Tommy. Who are you going to fight?' The second

comes when the couple is alone together after everything and

he starts to unbutton her blouse and sees that she has lost her

breasts, but that doesn't deter him from his love."
l/i, written by litl Gordon, directed by Keys and shot by Jim

Orr foltows a fiercely independent career-minded woman (Ro-

sario Dawson) who recruits her sister to tetl their over-bearing

mother of her diagnosis. "lt was important to Aticia to give the

actors freedom of movement to deliver the dialogue without
pinning them down to exact marks," says Orr.

Orr shot with the RED, Cooke primes and an Angenieux

Optimo z4-z9o mm Zoom. "We shot several days in office loca-

tions around Los Angeles Center Studios," he explains. "Ali-
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cia loved this one particutar space that made the heroine feel
trapped in a glass jar. lt was an insanely tight location but we
made it work for our four actors. There was one glass, a shiny
black marble and a brushed steel wall 14-feet wide we called
the'fish tank'. We chose to shoot hand held and covered with
two cameras.

"My favorite scene is when Liti is confronted by her fears
of her surgery," Orr adds. "5he walks with her oncologist, who
is the connecting thread in the stories, the now adult Pearl
(leanne Tripplehorn), down an increasingly dark corridor and
goes through some doors into an expansive white operating
room with the operating theatre on the far end - cold and clini-
cal. As she watks, the doctors' voices trail off and everything
becomes fuzzy. We shot with no mattebox on the lens so I could
hand hold a number two diopter on the front and ad.iust the
focus from sharp to deep fuzzy to sharp. lt was a beautiful mo-
ment intended for the audience to be inside Liti's head."

Mio, written by Wendy West, teamed Aniston with cin-
ematographer Eric Edwards and is a survivor's story told in
flashbacks. "When lennifer gave me the script I told her that it
had made a hypochondriac out of me," says Edwards. "We atl
felt that it could happen to anyone and had tears in our eyes

as we watched Patricia Ctarkson carry these scenes throughout
the character's battle.

"Each scene had to have a different visual emotionaI tone,"
Edwards continues. "A hopeful wedding between Mia [Ctarl<-
sonl and Mitch [Tony Shalhoub] that is present day bookends
the segment. lt was fitmed out of doors in warm afternoon sun-
Iight. The next is a six-month flashback, when Mia meets Mitch
in the dull and oppressive bank where he works - a mirror for
his internal stage. The next flashback is r3 months earlier, at
Mia's'funeral', one she has arranged for herself. We found a

smaLl ch urch setting that had very warm stained-gtass windows
and we went for funereaI light.

"Eighteen months earlier," he continues, "when she is at
her lowest point, we find her with her husband, Peter [Xander
Berkeleyl, who is leaving her. This time we went handhetd
and in longer, continuous takes to lend more immediacy to a

most pivotaI point. Finatty, we are two years before with Mia in
Pearl's office getting the initial diagnosis. lt is a moment that I

wanted to shoot in the most natura[, normaI light and with the
least amount of contrast."

Patty lenkins and Guy Livneh close out the five-part narra-

tive with Pearl,written by Deidre O'Connor, who, after having
successfully treated so many women, is now a patient herself.
"The main visualstipulationfor Pearlwas to observe the char-
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acters from a distance, regardless if it was a wide shot or a

close up," says Livneh, who shot with RED M-X and Angenieux

Optimo Zooms. "At times the camera is peering through a win-

dow or doorway, increasing the feeling that we were witnessing

extremely personaI moments," he adds.
"For me, one of the most powerful moments is when Pearl

is asked by her daughter if she is going to die," adds Livneh.
"We shot with two main camera angles, both relatively distant
from the actors white keeping an intimate connection with the

characters."
"G uy and I atso designed a shot that we added that em pha-

sizes the randomness of this disease," adds Jenkins. "lt's an

opening sequence where several different women are told that
they have breast cancer in a voice over. The camera picks out
women in a pubtic square - seemingly at random - as the voice

says when each one witt find out. lt is powerful, and it brings

home a message."
Like atmost everyone involved, Jenkins had a personaI

stake in the project. Her friend, producer Laura Ziskin lost her

battte with breast cancer, and her grandmother, Patsy Ross,

has battled breast cancer for 45 years. Kauffman has lost a
ctose friend to the disease and severaI other friends are sur-

vivors. Spheeris's best friend from high school is a survivor,

rqr

and the prolect became the impetus for Spheeris to look her

up. Both of Popp's grandmothers also went through serious

operations.
And, of course, the ripples of the world's most common and

deadliest form of cancer, have also hit many of the crew. "My
Aunt Elaine had to go through two surgeries and is a survivor

who thrives today. I did it for her," says Edwards'operator Bob

Goretick, SOC.

"My best friend's mother fought breast cancer and beat

it. My father is a two- time btadder cancer survivor. His father

died of btadder cancer. Hopefutty this film can hetp us under-

stand what our friends or loved ones are going through when

they receive that terrible news," adds Brad Grimmett, who also

worked with Spheeris and Popp.

"lt was inspiriting to work on a project that is trying to raise

awareness of the emotional consequences of dealing not just

with the disease but the consequences ofthe treatment that ef-

fect a woman's self image and her intimate retationships," says

operator Bonnie Btake who worked with Spheeris and Popp.

Jenkins seems to sum up the collective sentiments behind

the project. "Like everyone involved, I had an axe to grind in
making this movie," she says. "lt's about awareness, which

leads to looking into it, and believing, and most of all preven-
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tion. I want people to talk about why the numbers are much
higher in the United States. It isn't all about genetics. lt's envi-
ronment and it's more."

Surety, the battle to raise breast cancer awareness, in all
its various forms, isn't going to happen over night. But, with
Lifetime continuing the fight and talented artists [ike those
involved in Firze going the distance, something will change. Fi-

nanced by Sony TV, the film debuted on Lifetime October roth,
during Breast Cancer Awareness Month and will run again
throughout the year.

To empower the Lifetime audience with support, resources
and ways to take action in the fight against breast cancer, Life-
time created the Five Coatition with today's leading nationalor-
ganizations includingthe Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation,
LIVESTRONG, the National Breast Cancer Coalition, the Noreen
Fraser Foundation, the Prevent Cancer Foundation, Stand Up to
Cancer and Susan G. l(omen for the Cure. E
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"FlvE"
CHEYANNE

Dir. of Photography: Christopher Popp

Operator: Bonnie Blake

Assistants: lan Tal<ahashi, Dawn Nakamura,

Justin Jung, Eric Jensch

Dlgitat lmaging Tech: Dan Zimbaldi

CHARLOTTE

Dir. of Photography: Tami Reiker, ASC

Operator: WlltArnot

Assistants: John Connor,

Sarah Brandes, John Kairis, Walrus Howard

DigitaI lmaging Tech: Enrique Del Rio

PEARL

Dir. of Photography: Guy Livneh

Operator: lonathan Wenstrup, Arthur Africano

Assistants: Eril( Emerson, Jennifer Stuart,

Chuck Whelan, Cecelia Guerro

Digital lmaging Tech: DanieI Applegate

LI LI

Dir. of Photography: Jim Orr

Operator/Steadicam: Marcis Cole

Assistants: Tammy Fouts, Jen Belt,

Chuck Wheian, Mike Cahoon

Digital lmaging Tech: Lyndel Crostey

MIA

Dir. of Photography: Eric Edwards

Operators: Richard Rutl<owski, Bob Goretick

Assistants: Dennis Seawright, Hayden

Pazanti, Chucl( Whelan, Mil<e Cahoon

Digitat lmagingTech: Mark Evans
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